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			Do you have questions?

info@americanprecastfences.com

@AMERICANPRECASTFENCES

800.691.7118
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COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
 PRECAST CONCRETE SECURITY FENCE















SECURITY FENCE

When security is of the utmost importance, choose the strongest, toughest option available.















































PERIMETER SECURITY CONCRETE FENCE PRODUCTS

When it comes to the ultimate security solution for your commercial or private property, our security fence series is the strongest, toughest option on the market. With a ruggedly clean look, this high-density precast concrete security fence system has visual appeal and the durability to outlast the elements. Our precast concrete security fence is reinforced for your privacy and peace of mind.

Concrete has been one of the most used materials for global infrastructures. But traditional concrete leaves a hefty footprint on the environment, and is prone to crumbling and damage. American Precast’s precast concrete security fence system provides the benefits of concrete in a more earth-conscious, resourceful way. Ordinary concrete damage can lead to high repair costs, and trying to match new material with an existing, weathered wall can lead to less than appealing results. But a precast concrete security fence offers the ultimate solution. Manufactured for low-maintenance and quick and cost-effective repairs, precast concrete has become the go-to material for architects, landscapers and public works teams alike.

Benefits of Precast Concrete SECURITY FENCE

Our precast concrete security fence combines the best of security with the benefits of precast concrete. What does that mean to you? A heavy-duty concrete wall that can be used for a variety of aesthetic and functional purposes.

	Cost-Effective Construction: Our precast concrete security fence is less expensive than traditional wood, fiberglass, or stone. Our quick-install system cost down on labor costs and time.
	Seamless Installation: Our system can be installed in heights up to 14′ and is set 5 feet on-center from post to post, making it ideal for any type of fencing, security, or screening wall project. Precast concrete fence posts are easy to erect and maintain.
	Aesthetic Appeal: Our security fence delivers the authentic look and feel of traditional concrete–without the hassle. Choose from a variety of color options to match your aesthetic.
	Security Never Looked Better: Premium design & style, unwavering durability and steel-reinforced panels to make our precast concrete security fence system a popular choice for security walls.
	Built for Resistance to Weather: Our precast concrete security fence is designed to withstand a variety of weather conditions. Thanks to our manufacturing process, the color, look and feel won’t fade with time.


Key Features:

	Easy to install and repair
	Proven manufacturing process to ensure strength and longevity
	No shoring or bracing needed during installation
	Variety of color options to match any aesthetic


Ready to explore our precast concrete SECURITY FENCE system? Let’s discuss your project’s needs.













With our easy turnkey installation process, your precast concrete wall will be finished and ready to place on-site.

We handle everything, from design to creation, to final placement. Contact us to receive your free estimate!
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Traditional walls and fencing systems are prone to deterioration and damage.

While there are other materials available for your fencing needs, precast concrete products are your best bet in terms of resilience, longevity and appearance. Wood, vinyl and fiberglass are subject to damage and disintegration resultant of the sun or bad weather, but precast concrete materials are nearly impossible to ruin. Using precast concrete is a wise investment because you are guaranteed a product that not only lasts, but also looks amazing.






Why APC?










COLORS

We understand the importance of visual appeal to your design.

Our one-step coloration system infuses concrete with the precise color specified. By utilizing a custom blending technique, we can achieve a variety of warm, rich tones that replicate the look, texture, and complexity of natural wood, brick, or organic stone.



































Explore Other Brands















CHISELSTONE™
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get a free estimate

800.691.7118


2246 N Durfee Ave. El Monte, CA 91732
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See Our Latest Projects



@americanprecastconcrete
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Our Blog









Can Precast Concrete Withstand Mudslides?
In recent years, the increasing occurrence of mudslides worldwide has highlighted the urgent need for durable building materials to safeguard structures, lives,...
Read MoreShare











El Niño & Precast Fencing: How Precast Concrete’s Durability is Affected During Rainstorms
When it comes to the durability of precast concrete fencing, understanding the impact of rainstorms, particularly during El Niño events, is crucial....
Read MoreShare











Why Precast Concrete is Ideal for Country Clubs
Nestled amidst the serene landscapes and upscale ambiance of country clubs, the choice of construction materials plays a pivotal role in maintaining...
Read MoreShare
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